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BLOCK C DAKGE MARKS COLLEGE GROUNDS
Y. ENTERTAINS NEW TIGERS TROUNCE BLUE FACULTY SWELLED BY
CADET'SjQCIAL DEBUT
BEfNGJEAUTIFIED MEMBERSOF FAGULTY STOCKINJSWITH EASE TEN NEWiNSTRUCTORS
Clemson Letter Men to Spon- Grounds of Engineering Build- Annual Reception Proves Coling and Calhoun Mansion
orful Affair
sor First Dance of Year;
Given Especial Attention by
Jungaleers to Furnish Music
Clemson's society life reached its
Prof. Newman.
acme of gaiety and pleasure on WedThe Block "C" Club of Clemson
Under the direction of Prof. C. nesday evening, when the college
College will formally usher in the
gave a lovely reception at the Y. M.
cadet social season on Friday night, C. Newman, measures are in proC. A., complimentary to the ne ,v
gress
for
beautifying
that
part
of
September 26, when the honary athmembers of the faculty.
the
campus
around
the
Engineering
letic organization gives its fall hoP,
The Y. M. C. A. halls were thrown
Music for the gala occasion, which Building and the Calhoun Mansion.
en
suite and decorated in snapdragis on the eve of the gridiron contest At present work is being done chiefons, lovely dahlias artistically arly
on
the
roads
and
'the
preparation
with the Wofford Terriers, will be
ranged in silver baskets and crystal
furnished by Charlie Pace and his of grounds for the planting of
bowls.
Unshaded candles burned
Clemson College Jungaler Orchestra. shrubbery next March.
softly in silver candlesticks on tables
Special
attention
is
being
given
to
This group of melody-makers, who
and pedestals.
made a rather early but promising the preservation of the cedar anc
Col. and Mrs. Munson and Mr. and
debut at the annual freshman dance, holly trees which were planted by
Mrs. J. C. Littlejohn greeted the
Mrs.
John
C.
Calhoun
about
the
old
offer an even larger and more exguests at the door and Mr. and Mrs,
perienced band than the one of last mansion. Most of the cedars are
D. H. Henry, Dr. and Mrs. Daniel
year that made great hits in Savan- still living, but only a remnant of
and Miss Virgina Shanklin presenthe
hollies'is
left.
Prof.
Newman
nah and other cities. Pace and his
ted
them to the receiving line, conassociates have in their instruments hopes to make this one of the
sisting
of Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Slikes
an unusually large selection of the most beautiful spots on the campus.
and the twenty-eight new members
Though
the
campus
is
naturally
newest and best popular numbers
of the faculty.
and are ready to fill the new gym beautiful, much of its beauty is
Mr. and Mrs. Barre, Mr. and
with the atmosphere of gayety and due to the efforts of Professor New.
Mrs. Willis, and Dr. and Mrs. Milman
who
graduated
here
in
189
6,
beauty that is always characteristic
ford invited the guests into the dinof the Block "C" dances. An added and has been connected with the
ing
room.
feature of the night will be a num- Horticultural Department of the colThe dining room table had as
lege
ever
since.
ber of romantic
vocal
meoldies
Professor Newman wishes to com- its central decoration a silver bascrooned by the trio composed of
mend the students for their cooper- ket of beautiful dahlia?. Unshaded
Voight, Schacte, and Poag.
green candles lighted the lovely taOne of the largest crowds of the ation in the preservation of the ble.
college
grounds.
He
expressed
the
entire year, is expected to be present
Mesdames S. B. Earle, F. H. H.
at this affair, since it precedes by opinion that the attitude of the Calhoun, F. L. Munson, and R. N.
students
toward
the
college
is
be©nly one night the Wofford-ClemBrackett poured coffee with which
son football game. Special invita- coming more favorable in this re- |
individual ice cerad and lovely caketions have been issued to all former spect.
were served by Mis.res Janie Sloan.
•members of the club that is being
Cornelia Graham, Louise Watson,
host.
Gay Culp, Julia Hook, and other
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Five
Representativess
From
CIcmron Make Excellent Records in Shooting Matches at
Tota! of Twelve Dances SchedCamp Perry.
uled for This Year

Under the direction of the capable
group of new officers elected recently
by the Senior and Junior dancing
clubs, the lovers of this delightful
passtime here at Clemson are certain to be led into a series of excellent dances this year. At a recent
meeting of the Senior dancing club
Charlie Taggart was chosen presiden, Bennie Crawford, vice-president; and S. T. McDowell, Secretary and Treasurer; while the meniJafSfs of the Juniod dancing club, at
a meeting held about the same time,
chose as their leader L. P. LaBruce,
as vice-president Bill Neely, and as
secretary and treasurer, Ben Pickens.
Last week teh officers of all the
dancing clubs met with Dr. Sikes
and the president of the Senior Class
and formulated the following schedule of dances:
September 26
Block ••C"
October 17
Ladies' Dance
November 21
Junior Dance
December IS
Senior Dance
February 6
Sophomore Dance
February 27
Mid-Winter
March 20
Athletic Ball
April 17
Taps Ball
May 8
Junior-Senior Dance
May 29, SO and June 1
Finals

Five Clemson riflemen have returned from Camp Perry, where they
were sent to participate in the national rifle matches. The five Clemson representatives were: F. H.
Crymes, A. J. Dyess, B. S. Rose,
H. D. Dowdle, and T. I. Dashiel.
Lieutenant P. Kron, who coached
at Camp Perry, has also returned.
F. H. Crymes and A. J. Dyess
made excellent records on the fourth
corps aera team, which won over
all R. O. T. C. and C. M. T. C.
teams, after trailing the seventh
corps area until the final stage.
Dashiel, Dowdle, and Rose made
fine records with the South Carolina
civilian team, and were commended
for good behavior by Gen. Doziei,
adjutant general of South Carolina.
Every year the national riile
matches are held at Camp Ferry,
near Toledo, Ohio, and the best
marksmen from all over the country
attend. A fourth corps area team
is selected f^m the best shots at
the corps area camp, near Anniston,
Alabama. The first week at Perry
consists of instruction in the art of
rifle marksmanship, after which
actual firing is begun.
Lieutenant Kron hopes to have
the fourth corps area team next year
to consist entirely of Clemson men,
and towards this end he urges all

young ladies connected with the college.
Delightful punch was served from
a table in the library by Mrs. P.
B. Holtzendorff, Mrs. Rebecca Shiver, Miss Elizabeth Munson, Mrs.
J. D. Harcombe, Miss Mildred Newman and Miss Evelyn Daniel.
The Jungaleer Orchestra furnished -music for this lovely reception
which is an annual affair at Clemson to bring the people of the community together and is greatly enjoyed.

LT. WRIGHT OF THE AIR
CORPS SEES GAME
Lieutenant C. Dukes Wright, of
the United States Army Air Corps,
was a visitor on the campus last
Saturday for the P. C.-Clemson
football game. Lieutenant Wright
was graduated from Clemson with
the class of 1929 and a short time
afterward, entered the Army flying
school at Brooks Field, San Antonio.
Texas. In June of 193 0 he was
given his commission in the Air
Corps.
He is now stationed at
Langley Field, Virginia.

possible good shots to go out for
the team here.
Individual experience should be obtained if you hope
to make the Perry team next summer.
Last winter the rifle team
competed in two shoulder to shoulder matches with Davidson, one here
and one at Davidson, and this year
Lt. Kron expects to get matches
with several other colleges.

Two New Backheld Aces Un- Additions to Teaching Force
Makes Clemson Faculty
covered in Welch and
Largest in History
Harvin
The Clemson Tigers opened their
193 0 session here Saturday with a
28 to 7 victory over the Presbyterian Blue Stockings. Cloudy skies
and frequent showers did not prevent 3500 people from witnessing
this game. The Bengal win marked
the first of its kind over P. C. since
1924.
Offensively the Tigers predominated their rivals by running up 14
'first downs to 6. Such Tiger backs
as Welch, Harvin, Salley, and Justus pounded the P. C. line to
shreasls.
Defensively, only Jimmy
Green, P. C.'s threat, was able to
make much headway. In the latter
part of the game P. C. hoisted numerous passes, several of which were
for gains. Clemson threw 10 and
completed half of them, having one
intercepted. P. C. tried the aerial
route 12 times, completing 4, and
having two intercepted.
P. C. kicked to Clemson to start
the game. The Tigers returned the
pigskin some 12 yards. Two attempts at the line failed and Welch
punted to Jimmy Green who made
no return. P. C. fumbled on the
first play and a Bengal recovered.
During the rest of the period the
oval sea-sawed back and sorth over
the moist field. Clemson seemed to
predominate in line plays with very
little yardage via the ends. In this
quarter, Welch passed to Bob Jones
for the first of the Tiger's aerial
attack, and gained some 25 yards.
This placed the ball in scoring position, and on two plays, one for
five by Welch and the last for 2 0
by Harvin marked up the Tigers'
first score. Harvin kicked goal.
After an exchange of fu\ibles following the kick-off, Jimmie Green
pulled an old favorite of his, and
ran about 30 yards to place the
Blue Stockings only 5 yards from a
score. Two thrusts by small Dunlap failed to register, so Green pulled a sprint aft-ound the Tieers' right
end to score P. C.'s one and only
touchdown.
Green kicked goal.
Score: Clemson 7, P. C. 7.
The Tigers then opened up with
a decided offensive and started the
ball on the road for its second
touchdown. A pass, Welch to Woodruff netted 25 yards. Welch smash.
ed through the line for the remaining seven yards and the second
marker. Harvin kicked the extra
point.
This marked only a part, of the
Bengal offensive, and with Welch
Justus, Harvin, and Salley alternating the Tigers continued their
drives down the field. Both Welch
and Harvin reeled off substantial
runs for several first downs. With
the ball placed thus on P. C.'s 2yard line Harvin had an easy time
in crashing through for the third
score.
He also made the goal.
Score: Clemson 21, P. C. 7.
Another drive with Welch and
Harvin setting the pace brought the
ball up the field again for the Tigers. Harvin then made the final
(Continued on page 2)

Clemson College, for the year of
1930-31 is boasting of one of the
best teaching forces ever known in
the history of the college. There
are ten new instructors and teachers
who are filling the places of those
who failed to return and also as
additions to the force.
The new
professors are as follows:
C. M. Asbill, Jr., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering—B. S.
Clemson College, 1925—Two years
with Westinghouse Co.
O. M. Clark, specialist in farm
management—B. S. Clemson College
1909; M. S. Cornell University 1930.
H. F. Cooper, Professor Agronomy, Research Agronomist, Extension Agronomist—B. S. Clemson College 1911; M. S. University Wisconsin 1915; Fh.D. Cornell University 1922.
G. H. Edwards, Assistant Professor Mathematics—M. A. University
South Carolina.
Marvin Guin, Assistant Professor
Agricultural Economics—M. S. Iowa
State College; B. S. from Auburn
1926.
Captain P. T. Heffner, Assistant
to the Commandant—Colorado College and the Infantry School.
J. C. Hendricks, Assistant Professor Physics—Ph.D. Indiana University.
Captain W. B. Sharpe, Assistant
Commandant—Clemson C; liege and
the Infantry School.
F. T. Tingley, Professor of Electrical Engineering—M. S. University of Illinois.
C. P. Philpot, Instructor in Engineering—B. S. Clemson College
19 28—Purdue University.
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ERN G3IDUCT

New Rules Require Orderly
Conduct at All Times
1.

General conduct at all dances:
(a) General conduct at all dances
will be under the supervision
of the Military Department.
(b) This department will designate three cadet officers to
serve as a floor committee.
(c) Any misconduct on the part
of any individual shall be
subject to investigation by
this committee.
2. Invitations:
(a) Any cadet wishing to extend
an invitation to a friend must
present a written invitation
to the committee. The committee will then decide if
the person or persons are eligible to attend the dance.
(b) A complete list consisting of
the following will be kept by
the committee and a check
of this list will be made as
the invitation is presented at
the door:
(Continued on page 2)
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(b) Dress for civilians shall be 7. Finances:
men. Some of the sophomores show(a) Finances of each dance shall
formal for all formal dances.
ed up capably. Green and Ritchie
be handled toy the Secretaryplus numerous passes in a last des- 4. Schedules:
Treasurer of the organization
(a) A complete schedule of all
perate fling earned F. C. several
sponsoring the dance.
dances shall be drawn up and
first downs during this period. Enpublished at the beginning
thusiasm of the crowds never over
(b) Teh treasurer's books are
exhuberant at any time during the
of each year.
subject at all times to \"HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
('b) This schedule shall be drawn spection by the business manager
game was at its lowest at this latup by the Social Governing
of the college.
Founded by the Class of 19 07 and published weekly, during the college ter portion of play.
Board under the supervision
The
line-up:
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
(c) The Treasurer shall publish
Clemson
of the Commandant.
P. C.
Pos
in the Tiger a financial stateJones 5. Admission:
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, Lynn
LE
ment within ten days after
South Carolina.
'
(a) Admission to each dance shall
LT
Yarborough
Cheatham
each
dance.
Long
be
specified
by
the
board
afCaskey
LG
Fordham
ter a thorough investigation
McNaill
C
8. Hours:
V. Fleming
Jackson
of the finances.
RG
EDITORIAL STAFF
(a) All dances shal begin at 9
Seigei 6. Selection of Orchestras:
Blakeley
RT
J. G. ADAMS
Editor-in-Chief
o'clock and close at 2 o'clock
Woodruff
(a) Orchestras shall be selected
Copeland
RE
A. R. CRAWFORD
Associate Editor
except
the
Junior-Senior
Welch
iby the club sponsoring the
Green
QB
W. G. DAY
Associate Editor
which
may
last
until 3
Justus
dance with the approval of
B. Dunlap
LH
II A. RIPPLEMEYER
Athletic Editor
o'clock.
Salley
Barrett
RH
the board.
E. R. KELLY
Associate Athletic Editor
Harvin
FB
Stamps
T L. SHIPPEY
Associate Athletic Editor
Scoring: Harvin, 22; Welch 6;
C. E. CRUTCHFIFLD
Exchange Editor
Green 7.
W. C. SNYDER
Feature Editor
Subtsitutions: Clemson: Proctor,
J. P. LITTLEJOHN
Society Editor
Bowles, Wall, Miller, Armstrong,
C. P. HOGARTH, JR.
7. M. C. A. Editor
Blakeney, Davis, Hooks, Orr, LamG. W. CHAVOUS
Clubs Editor
bert, Craig, C. Fleming, Solomon,
E. P. SHEHEEN
Joke Editor
Moss, Herlong, Gresham, P'riester,
J. P. DARGAN and B. D. CLOANINGER
Associate Joke Editors
Padgett, Sowell, and J. B. Kinghorn.
J. H. STEPHENS
Assignment Editor
P. C: Ritchie, Carr, Fenene, B.
Dunlap, Senter, Templeton, Elliott,
STAFF REPORTERS
Pinson a/id Nettles.
H. C. WOODSON, B. F. MARTIN, D. G. JETER, F. E. JOHNSTONE
Officials: Foster (Hampden-SidJ. E. BAKER, W. K. ELLIS, W. K. JORDAN, H. B. WILSON
ney), Perry (Sewanee), Major (Auburn), and Black (Davidson).
H. H. GIBSON, O. H. GREEN

1
I NEW REGULATIONS TO

BUSINESS STAFF

g
1
I

F. H. CRYMES
A. D. HOWARD

Business Manager
Associate Business Manager

1

I

CIRCULATION STAFF
R. H. McGee
T. H. FAGG
B. L. PAGE
W. G. NEELY

Circulation Manager
Assistant Circulation Manager
Associate Circulation Manager
Associate Circulation Manager
(SI
SEJaVSpKIHia
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EDITORIAL

GOVERN

CONDUCT

(Continued from page one)
(1) Name and address of
person to whom the
invitation is extended.
(2) Name of the cadet extending the invitation.
(3) Invitations specify the
dress.
3.—Dress:
(a) Dress for the cadets shall be
as designated by the Military
Department.

SE

5oe Sloan
CANDY

COLLEGE SUPPLIES

"HE IS A CLEMSON MAN"
;
The large number of letters sent out by The Tiger to the +++^^^t<M^$$^^4"$+4^4>++4+^9 #++^^^^^+^+++
Alumni of this College in our subscription campaign, besides
besides bringing to us gratifying results as far as the subscriptions are concerned, revealed or rather emphasized several inT
teresting facts concerning the men who have gone before us.
T
Perhaps the most noticeable of these facts is the wide distribution of Clemson men, both geographically and (may I
say, for the lack of a better word) occupationally speaking.
From the addresses given us, we find that there is no state,
and practically no city of any appreciable size, into which
T
one of us might go without being able to find one or more
T
Brother Alumni. From the letter-heads and letters, we find
T
that there is no field of life work into which Clemson men have
T
not entered and a large number been evidently very successful.
T
Another interesting fact is that these Sons of Clemson have IT
T
such a vital interest in all things that concern their Alma Mater.
Some of the men who sent us their subscription, rather than
merely fill out the blank which we sent for their convenience, T
wrote us very interesting and inspiring letters in which they
T
gave striking proof of their devotion to and interest in the af- Y
fairs of Clemson.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager
Graduates of Clemson College assume a great responsibility
T
when they are branded as "Clemson Men". Any organization
of men is primarily judged by its individuals. The Clemson
T
Alumni includes a large and widely spread group of men, the
majority of whom have made good in their chosen fields of
OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK & SUPPLY STORE
service. What the individuals of this group do determines
T
largely the value of the statement: "HE IS A CLEMSON
CHECKS CASHED CHEERFULLY
T
MAN".
Y
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Last year, the Clemson student body was greatly inconvenienced by the late date on which "TAPS", the year-book
which is published annually by the Senior Class of this college, was completed. Every year the staff of this publication,
already overworked in their efforts to perform this unremunerative task, is put to an unnecessarily great inconvenience
because of the lack of cooperation of the student body.
Since the largest part of the year-book is composed of pictures, the bulk of the work in assembling it is the taking of
the pictures. In an effort to insure issue of "Taps" on time,
this year's staff have ordered the photographers to report
earlier this year than ever before.
Two photographers are already here and have started taking the pictures of the members of the Senior Class. The completion of these pictures will determine the date of the completion of "Taps". Have your picture taken at the time it
it scheduled.
of the Presbyterians' center for 30
TIGERS TROUNCE BLUE
STOCKINGS WITH EASE yards. He kicked this goal. Score:
Clemson 28, P. C. 7.
(Continued from page one)
From then on Coach Cody used
Tiger score of the day by twisting only the second and third string
and squirming through the center men. Altogether he used some forty
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SODA -o- TOBACCO -o- DRUGS
TOASTED

SANDWICHES

WHITMAN AND NORRIS CANDIES
STANDARD AND COLLEGE
STATIONERY
SPECIAL TIGER STATIONERY
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A CLEMSON SOLDIER OF FORTUNE
By E. G. PARKER, Class of '24,
Editor's Xotc—This story is made particularly timely by the recent Peruvian revolt which
resulted in the overthrow of President Lcguia. The subject of this sketch was instrumental in establishing the Lcguia regime in Peru eleven years ago.

ALUMNI PUBLISH NEW MAGAZINE

On a night in 1915 at a cafe in Puntarenas,
Costa Rica, a group of engineers were dining.
Prominent among them was a bronzed, upstanding young American, wearing an infectious grin, and attracting them by the steely
glitter of his sharp eyes. He casually mentioned the fact that he had studied military
science, when a Peruvian member of the dining party became interested in him and explained that a revolution was in progress in
Peru. The Peruvian offered the young American a letter of introduction to Duran leader
of the rebel forces, which offer was promptly accepted. That night Dndley E. Swinehart, '15, began a career which reads more
like an exaggerated Richard Harding Davis
romance than the actual experiences of an
American - youth in the twentieth century.

E. G. Parker, of Class of '24, is Editor

The first issue of The Clemson Alumni Review, a monthly
magazine for Clemson alumni, has just come from the
press.
The leading article in volume 1, number 1, is a biographical
sketch of D. E. Swinehart, '15, a soldier of fortune, who was
drowned in Japan two years ago. There is also an article describing the Engineering department of the college, a message
from President Sikes, news items from the campus, and
several pages of brief notes about alumni.
Officials of the Alumni Association announce that the sixteen-page magazine will be issued monthly except July and
August. E. G. Parker, '24, alumni secretary, is editor. Associate editors are M. E. Campbell, '30, and L. R. Booker, '25.
Dan Ravenel, Jr., 20, is advertising counsel.

D. E. SWIXEHART, '15
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Duofold Jr. Pen
$5. Pencil to
match $3.75.
Other Pens $5
to $10; Pencils
$2.50—$5.

Parker Pocket Duofold
being Convertible—
saves the Priee of a
Mtesk Pen—Now or later
3—which pays for the Desk Base!
Every Parker Duofold is convertible—
a combination pocket and desk Pen both,
at no extra charge. Choose Parker Duofold and you virtually get two Pens for
the price of one.
Yet you have only one to fill. And you
have your accustomed point wherever
you are.
When you're on the go, it wears its
trim, streamlined cap, with Parker's patented clip that holds the Pen low and
unexposed in your pocket.
On your desk, it rests in Parker's ball
and socket Base. And with this comes the

tapered end for the Pen (once $1 extra),
now included free.
Attaching the taper converts the Duofold into a Desk Set. Removing it restores
the Pen to a pocket model.

Guaranteed for Life
Paying more won't get you a thing—
but will deprive you of this double value.
For only the Parker offers this. And a
Pen that holds 17.4% more ink than average, size for size, Guaranteed for Life!
Go try them at any nearby pen counter,
side by side, with any other pen, regardless of price. You'll be surprised.
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY, Janesville,
Wis. Offices and subsidiaries: New York, Chicago,
Atlanta, Buffalo, San Francisco, Dallas, Toronto,
Canada; London, England; Berlin, Germany.

PEN GUARANTEED
NTEED FOR LIFE
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"I've always been a good pistol shot",
Swinehart said, "And I knew the Portuguese
couldn't hit the wall of a barn shooting
from the inside, so I let him blaze away.
He missed, dropped his gun, and waited for
me to fire. I nicked a piece of skin off his
forearm, and as the blood ran, that satisfied
everybody concerned."

With the Leguia revolution scheduled to
take place on July 4th, Swinehart headed a
machine gun detachment to Lima on the preceding night and stationed his men on the
cathedral fronting the public square.
At
dawn Leguia called for the surrender of the
Presidents palace, pointing to Swinehart and
his battalion on the cathedral heights, prepared to rake the city with machine gun
fire.
The palace was surrendered without
Swinehart was born in Colorado. He grad- the firing of a shot, Leguia becoming presiuated from the . Berlin,
Wisconsin, high dent of Peru.
school in 1911.
He registered at ClemFor his part in the coup d' etat, Swineson that
Fall
as
from
Las
Cashart was appointed chief of police of Lima,
cadas, Panama.
While at Clemson, taking
but he returned the commission to take up
the
Civil
Engineering
course,
he
was
the job of rounding up Leguia's opponents in
a widely-famed personage.
As a speakthe vicinity of Lima. After two years of
er
he
was
particularly
outstanding;
constant guerrilla warfare, the task was
winning virtually every prize or medal ofcompleted in 1921.
fered for oratory to South Carolina college
students.
He was president of the 1915
A Chinese merchant in Lima became acclass in his senior year, and was editor-inquainted with the American warrior and
chief of Taps. Of course his exuberance of
offered him a steamer ticket to Shanghai with
spirit led him into numerous difficulties with
instructions to report at a certain hotel and
the disciplinary authorities as results of
wait upon developments. Within twenty-four
various pranks and escapades.
hours after he arrived in the Chinese city,
After his graduation, Swinehart joined the Swinehart was waited upon by a delegation
engineering forces of the United Fruit Com- from Chang Tso-Lin, Northern Chinese
pany in Costa Rica. It was here that he. dictator and commander of the Mukden
learned of the proposed revolution in Peru, army. Chang was anxious to employ a milibecoming an adventurer for adventure's sake tary advisor, and being favorably impressed
with this young American, gave him a comand a citizen of the world.
mission as a major-general in the army of
Proceeding to Peru, the young American Northern China. He was later made a full
presented himself to Duran, joining the general.
revolutionary forces.
The rebels were " repulsed in a half-dozen attempts to gain conCHINESE MILITARY TACTICS
trol of the Peruvian government from 1915
to 1917. It was in the first of these scraps
that Swinehart received the most serious
During his service with Chang, and shortly
wound of his hazardous career.
after the drive on Shanghai, Swinehart had
Chang called
"I was green at war," he said, describing an extremely narrow escape.
the incident. "When I went into action under all three of his generals into conference on
Duran, and I couldn't find the heart to shoot the question of making an immediate drive
a dinky little Peruvian who came at me against the enemy. The other two officers
with a bayonet.
He was too little to kill, advised against the attack but Swinehart perso I grabbed his rifle with one hand and suaded Chang to go ahead. The attack mei
his collar with the other.
My hand slip- with something of a rout; due, Swineharl
ped up around the bayonet, but I wrestled maintained, to defective organization. Chang
the piece from him and tossed the man accepted the explanation—at first— and to
back over my head. What happened when prove his confidence, executed one of the
he landed I don't know, but I got this for other generals the next morning for cowarmy pains." He exhibited his right hand dice. The following morning he executed the
That night Swineharl
bearing a livid scar across the second and other for treason.
third fingers where the steel had severed ten heard that he was being prominently mendons and muscles, leaving the fingers per tioned as the principal in the next beheadmanently stiff.
ing. He caught a train for Shanghai, reaching that city still in the uniform of a MukWhen the United States 'ieclared war on
den general. Chang sent word to Swinehari.
German}', Swinehart left Duran to enter the
U. S. Army.
He was commissioned a that if he would return there would be no
second lieutenant, and to his intense disgust execution, and his Clemson assistant rejoined
the commander.
was assigned as an instructor at a training
camp where he remained for the duration
Swinehart was sent to Chita, in Siberia,
of the war.
to investigate some powerful interetss which
Upon receiving his discharge from the Chang hoped to enlist. While Swinehart and
U. S. forces in 1919 he headed again fo city w-as captured by the Bolshevists who
South America where the hot-blooded Latins took Chang's emissaries as hostages, impripromised, revolutions at the slightest provo- soning them in a building on the edge of
cation. By this time Duran had ceased to the town. They forced a window, the two
be a figure in Peruvian affairs, but Augusto Chinese dispensed with the guards while
P. Leguia was ascending in this turbulent .Swinehart appropriated three pcfliies from
They rode for four
little republic, and Swinehart cast his lot the nearby stable.
with the new leader. Before the next revo- nights, hiding by day, before they reached the
lution got under way, Swinehart fought his Chinese border.
first and only duel.
Several times Swinehart came to the
United States on missions for the Chinese.
A CENTRAL AMERICAN DUEL
One of these missions was an attempt to
persuade Henry Ford to build a factory
In a cafe one evening, a Portuguese veter- in Northern China.
When he was 111
an of the World War twitted Swinehart America, he isited his mother and other
! about his failure to see action in France, members of his family in San Diego. Dur;
boasting of his own accomplishments in ing one of these trips he found time to
1 France. Finally, the Portuguese ordered wine visit Peru again, serving briefly in the
! for the crowd, and Swinehart, unthiniemgly Tacna-Arica dispute.
. lapsed into American slang.
On Saturday. June 23rd, 1928, Swinehart
"Here's mud in your eye," he said, crrairi- registered at the Kaihin hotel in Tokio
] ing his glass.
where he had come on a secret mission for
The Portuguese flashed to his feet, deep- Chang. He had been in and around Tokio
ly insulted and bellowing for satisfaction. for a month. Sunday evening he went swimSwinehart offered to settle the quarrel under ming at the seaside resort of Kamakura.
the Marquis of Queensberry rules without With rain falling and a storm threatening,
gloves, but upon the refusal of the Portu he talked with a friend on the beach, plunged
guese he selected 38 calibre pistols at twenty into the sea, and swam out of sight. His
paces.
body was washed ashore the next morning.
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Police Captain—So you shot the
dog. Was he mad?
Officer Murphy—No, sir, but the
leddy that owned him was.

THE TIGER

Before he was married, Dr. Daniel said he would be boss in his
own home or know the reason why.
And now he's married.
He knows the reason why, too.

Dear teacher, please excuse John,
Father—Whenever you go to
lie fell in the mud. By doing the
same you will greatly oblige his the show your mother gives you
money to buy a bag of peanuts
mother.
with. I hope you don't throw the
Capt. Smith—My girl has parrot shells on the floor.
Johnny—No, dad, I don't.
1
disease.
Capt. Motes—I'm sorry to hear drop them in the pockets of the
that.
; man sitting next to me.
Capt. Smith—Yes—she repeats
What do you think of a fellow
everything she hears.
who has lip stick on his lips?
I think he's been kissing a girl
We nominate for our hall cr
social erorrs the professor who, in the right place.
showing slides to a class of ihb
"Where there's smoke there is
fairer sex, inserted one upside down
and told them to stand on then heat,' said the frosh as he was inheads if they wanted to see in& troduced to the co-ed while she
was puffing at a cigarette.
slide.
What makes you think that Bill
All's fair in love and war. Our
observations have led us to con has anything in his head?
I saw him scratching it.
elude that where there is love there
is sure to be war.
Prof—What do you know about
Old Pioneer—Them good old nitrates?
Stude—Night rates are cheaper
days when there was stage robbers
on the road are gone forever.
i than day rates.
Collegian—No., they're still on
Patron—Waiter, find my hat.
the road. I took a couple of chorus
Waiter—It is on your head.
girls out last night.
F'atron—Don't bother then.
I
The calf in the silk stocking will look for it myeslf.
has killed many a prodigal son.
Guide—We are passing through
At least if the girls wear longer a rural hamlet.
Sweet young thing—Oh, I always
skirts, the men will 'be able to
study a little when in the library. thought a hamlet was a pig.
First boy—I suspect we're going
Where can I get hold of Betty?
Search me, she is very ticklish. to move soon.
Second boy— What makes you
She—Stop it. What kind of a think so?
girl do you think I am.
First boy—Well, I broke a winHe—Gimme time, gimme time. dow light yesterday and mama never
That's just what I am trying to said a word.
find out.
Dentist—What tooth do you want
Jane—Are you looking at my extracted?
Pullman porter—Lower seven.
knee?
John—Aw, g'wan.
You know
I'm above that.
He—I told my wife where to get
off the other night.
Sue—You don't do much walking
Second he—What happened?
back from auto rides, do you?
He—She ' rode three blocks farPue—You don't look like a steady ther just to spite me.
customer of a chiropodist either.
Merchant— Farm products cost
I had to play football with my more than they used to.
boy friend last night.
Farmer—Yet, when a farmer is
How?
supposed to know the botanical
Oh, just blocking some attempted name of what he's raisin' and the
feel goals.
entomological name of the insect
that eats it, and the pharmaceutiChains can't keep anyone from cal name of the chemical that will
slippiug in a parked car.
kill them, somebody's got to pay.
Let's give the bride a 'shower.
O. K., I'll' bring the soap.

Everytime he sends his 'girl a
telegram, a hardware /man puts ?t
down in his expense book as "chickMay—on the beach—Jack wants
me to give him something to re- en wire".
member me by.
Diner— I'd like some chicken
June—Why don't you give him
croquettee.
one of your bathing suits to put in
Waiter—Yes, sir. - Do you prefer
the back of his watch.
those made out of pork or the ones
made from hash?
Did he tell you of his love?
Not exactly. But he went thru the
A negro was inspecting a horse
motions.
of a friends.
Sam—You say that horse is lazy,
She—I've changed my mind.
He—Well, does it work any bet- Jim?
Jim—Lazy? Man that fly on his
ter?
nose pesters him considerably but
He—The lights are ging out. he's waiting till dey's two 'fore
he bothers 'bout sneezin' 'em off.
Are you afraid?
She—No if you take that cigarSuitor—Sir, I have an attachette out of your mouth.
ment for your daughter.
Her father—Young man, when my
Son—i want that money for 'my
daughter needs accessories, I'll buy
Tiotel bill.
Father—Don't buy anymore ho- them for her.
tels.
Joyce—This dress is very snug
in
the sleeves.
Banker (telephoning)—I am sorRoyce—Yeah, and it's snug in
ry to bother you, Mr. Cohen, but
the a-hem too.
your account is overdrawn SI.67.
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Boy—I want the car in the winSteve—What do you mean she's
dow.
a Dixie girl?
Girl—Well, it's in the window.
Mike—She's the kind of girl who
doesn't stop necking even at the
Bride—There's a lot of mistakes Mason-Dixon line.
in this cookery book.
She—And do you think the docHusband—Yes, I've tasted them. tor really meant it when he said
you wouldn't live another , week If
Silas—Is V. Fleming a liar?
you didn't stop flirting with women?
Crip—Well, I don't know as I'd
Doode—I'll say he meant it. I've
go so far as to say that but I'll been flirting with his wife.
tell you this much—when feeding
time comes he can't get his pigs to
Prof, (to smart rat)—And you're
move 'til he gets someone else to able to speak seven languages? I
call them for him.
suppose you know the King's English?
Ned—Does this blind date you're
Rat—Sure, I know he's English.
iixing up for me, dress well?
Jed—Just the way you like 'em.
She—Can you dance on one foot?
She can be relied upon to show
He—Yes.
what the girls are'nt wearing this
She—Then keep off my other one.
season.
Cohen—Iss dot so?
Veil look
Naughtie—Ooh, Stop. I'll be a up a month ago and see how did
good wifie.
I stood.
Haughtie—Don't interupt me. I
Banker (A few minutes later) —
was just thinking what a poor root- You had a balance of $465.
■ball player you'd make.
You'd
Cohen—-Veil, did I call you up?
always be getting yourself penalized for baokfield motion.
She—Does your wife ever run
dainty fingers like this thru your
Judge—Where were you on the hair?
night of April second?
Prisoner—What do you want to
know that for? You're a respectable
married man, aren't you?
Gracious, that man just fell from
that aeroplane and he's hanging
from the air.
A miracle.
No miracle at all. He's a college
boy and he can't hit the ground
until all his sins past thru his mind.

He—Oh Yes, she likes to find out
how big a bump she has made.
Shopper—See here, butcher, I
saw you weighing your thumb with
the hamberger.
Butcher—Well, lady, can I help it
if my thumb got caught in the
meat grinder?
He—Will you have a cigarette?
She—I'll have you to know I'm
a college girl.
He—Excuse me, have a cigar.
He—Now where was I when your
father interrupted?
She—At the base of my neck.
Mother—Your sister's roommate
is coming down to visit us for a
spell.
Son—All right, I'll try to put her
under one.
First golfer—I caught my boss
making love to my wife behind the
club house.
Second golfer—What did you do?
First golfer—Asked him for a
raise.

LET US SEND THE TIGER TO YOUR HOME
OR TO YOUR 8IRI
SUBSCRIPTION FEE $1.50 PER YEAR

He—The girl I marry must be
sweet, intelligent, pretty, vivacious,
graceful and charming.
She—Oh, this is so sudden.

Again Sheaffer's are first*
in America's Colleges
The business, professional and
college people of America have
definitely marked Sheaffer's as
their pen. Sheaffer's outsell all
others; among, America's hundred leading, colleges, each registering, 1,700 or more students,
Sheaffer's are first in sales.
You'll ag,ree that Sheaffer's
popularity is deserved "when you
try a Sheaffer's Balance0 Life-

time0. Do that! Choose the point
exactly suited to your hand. Feel
the swin^ and rhythm of Balance0
writing. See the modern color
and modern Balance0 contour.
Know that your Balance0 Lifetime0 is guaranteed to serve satisfactorily as lon& as you live.
And without any doubt, you'll
make Sheaffer's your Lifetime0
writing companion, too!

The ONLY genuine Lifetime0 pen is Sheaffer's; do not
be deceived! All fountain pens are guaranteed against
defects, but Sheaffer's Lifetime0 is guaranteed unconditionally for your life, and other Sheaffer products are forever guaranteed against defect in materials and workmanship. Green or Black Lifetime0 pens, $8.75; Ladies', $8.25.0
Black-and-Pearl DeLuxe and Marine Green Lifetime
pens, $10; Ladies', $9.50. Petite Lifetime" pens, $7 up.
Golf or Handbag Pencil, $3. Others lower.
*A recent survey made by a disinterested organization
showed Sheaffer's first in fountain pen sales among
the 100 leading American colleges having
registration of 1,700 or more students.
Documents covering this survey
are available to anyone.

No.H74TC,
Marine Green
$9,50

AT BETTER STORES EVERYWHERE
SAFETY SKRIP. SUCCESSOR
TO INK, SKRIP-FILLED, 50c
to $10. Carry Safety Skrip in your
lufe&a&e and to classes. It's leakproof, practically unbreakable.
Saves furniture, clothing, ru&s,
keeps the fluid fresh, makes all
pens write better.

SHEAFFER'S
V-/ PENS-PENCILS-DESK SETSSKRIP V^/
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN COMPANY
"Bee. V. S. Pat. Off.

FORT MADISON, IOWA, U. S. A.
©W. A. S. P. Co., 198"
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PICTURE SCHEDULE

A MAN'S PRAYER

CAMPUS NOTES

Mr. T. H. Lanham, state YMCA
secretary, gave a very interesting
talk at Vesper Service in the auditorium Sunday night.
Mr. Lanham chose his subject
from the fifth chapter of Matthew.
The two segments were:
"Let your light so shine before
men . . . . "
"I am the light of the world . . "
The speaker discussed this portion of the scripture in an appealing manner. Mr. Lanham also gave
advise to Freshmen.
He warned
them against profanity, drinking,
impurity, and unfair means.
The service was dismissed by a
short prayer from Mr. Lanham.
SPEAKERS AT VESPERS

I-

Quite a number of speakers have
been invited and some excellent
programs are being prepared for
these Sunday evening services. Mr.
Claude Nelson, Southern Student
Secretary, a man who has had
considerable experience in the Southwest, in Italy, Switzerland and Russia, is to be here at an early date.
Mr. Lester Kingman, of Seneca is
to 'be with us October 12.

Business depressions are caused by
dissipation, dishonesty, disobedience
to God's will—a general collapse of
moral character.
Statistics show
this plainly. With equal precision
they show how business depressions
are cured. They are cured by moral
awakening, spiritual revival, and
the rehabilitation of righteousness.
The "American Banker's Association" can provide capital.
The
"American Statistical Association"
can measure results. But the association which goes to the real
root of the matter is the "Young
Men's Christian Association". This
latter has far greater possibilities
than the others combined.
To bring 'back prosperity, people
must be "conditioned", as the psychologists say. They must be conditioned in right ways of working
and living on all sides of the triangle of physical, mental, and spiritual values. The economic welfare
of our nation can be directly promoted by supporting our Young
Men's Christian Associations. They
are indispensable agencies in laying
the foundation for better times.
Any lessening of support of the
Young Men's Christian Association
at this critical juncture /J like withholding seed at the very moment
when all hands are sowing for a
life-giving harvest.
I go further
and say that business men should
today increase their support of this
and all other truly religious work.

Lord, if one boon alone be granted Pictures to Come to Clemson College
me,
Let me but choose what that one
l-'rof. Li. V. Siantey. head or ine
September 25th—"What a Man"
boon shall be;
animal husbandry division, will be
I shall not ask to live 'mid shelter- September 2Gth—Bebe Daniels in studying at the University of Wised bliss,
"Lawful Larceny"
consin until the end of this semesIn soft security—but only this:
September 2 7th—"Vengeance" or ter. During his absence Associate
Prof. E. G. Godby will act as head
another to be announced.
Let me be not a coward in the strife
of the division.
That sweeps across the battlefields September 29th—"Midnight Mystery''
of life,
Prof. B. 0. Williams will be
Let me leave not for other lives to September 30th—"Wild Company"
away from Clemson for a year
bear,
while studying Rural Sociology, and
The burdens that were rightfully my October 1st—"Wings of Adventure' related subjects, at the University
share.
Remember—11 cents show each of Minnesota. Theo Vaughan, AsWednesday. Free show for cadets sistant Secretary of the Y M C A
Let me not whine nor even seek to and registered students each Sat- here, has been appointed Assisshrink,
urday morning. Others may obtain tant State Club Boys' Agent in
But cheerfully bear my full load or punch for 50 cents—12 shows.
Prof. William's absence.
work;
Then, place a friendly shoulder
!::,xx x xxxxxxx,xx)iSKxxxx ••:;;;:-::;: KISBH1HSUSH3S3SSHHSHEKiKSXKaE» '"
neath the load
Of one who faintly sinks beside the
road.
Let me, O Lord, 'be clean and unafraid,
Let me go forth to meet life undismayed,
Until the final hour of life's brief
span,
Let me walk upright—let me be
A MAN!

Jones, star Clemson end,
Sets right for football season
wih a new suit from HOKE
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N. B. Glenn, of Anderson, elected president of the sophomore counThe members of C company were
cil to succeed L. A. Wallace who
invited to the Y Thursday evening
did not return to school.
to hear a discussion of the work of
the Y at Clemson, in the state and
A POEM
in the world.
Over a hundred attended. Alan
Johnstone, chairman of the camIn this column each week a very
paign for the fund raised for state,
foreign, and home Y M .C A. An carefully selected poem will apinteresting discussion was made. Re- pear. If you have in mind a rea*
freshments were served and over good poem that you would like to
ten dollars was subscribed in cash share with others send it to THE
and about fifteen dollars in pled- TIGER and it will 'be considered ♦♦♦
for this column.
ges.
♦>♦>♦<
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$27.59

—Adv.

MADE-TO-ORDER CLOTHING

"JUDGE" KELLER
Shipment of Overcoats to arrive this -week; Prices:
$15. 00 to $25.00
BBBIfi,i:« x:i x.fjixx^ r xxxxxiix xxx xx :; xxx x «:: x :;":;.it n jrxx ^.BiEISESigKllaHl
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MEMBERS OF "C" COMPANY
ENTERTAINED AT Y M C A

MADE-TO-MEASURE _ SUITS
Perfect Fits Guaranteed

JUNIOR AND SENIOR ROTC CHECKS ACCEPTED
Thus let me live; that when the
day's work is done
I pitch my tent toward the setting
sun,
Lie down to rest, and from my labors cease,
My soul, within its house, shall be
at peace.
—Author Unknown.

JUNIOR COUNCIL
The junior council held its reguSLOAN.
lar weekly meeting Thursday evening in the office of the Y.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Hugh Montgomery, president of
the council, called the meeting *-•
order and a short business session
SENIOR Y COUNCIL MEETING
"was held.
The meeting wil be held next
Tuesday evening at seven o'clock
Thursday at seven o'clock in the
the senior Y council held the second
club room of the YMCA.
meeting of the year in the club
room of the YMCA.
LIFESAVING COURSE
Charlie Jerrard opened the meeting with a short devotional consistA large group of campus girls and ing of a scripture reading and a
•boys have just completed work in few sentence prayers. An advisor
connection with training for Junior was considered for the council. AfRed Cross Life Saving.
The list ter much discussion and criticism
includes Misses Jean Foy, Dorothy the topic was passed on and the
Fitzpatrick, Virginia Abbott, Mary building of a cabin on the Seneca
Earle, Betty Marshall, Dorothy Ab- River was considered. Plans were
bott, Messrs. Alex Crouch, Dave made and the committee will start
Watkins, Jr., Jimmie Hunter, Free work as soon as possible.
This
Calhoun and numerous other smaller cabin will be used for over night
boys and girls who have been in retreats of all councils and cabinets.
attendance 'but who are not old A smal library will be installed
enough to enter.
and many may desire to spend a
pleasant afternoon reading.
CABINET MEETING
The senior Y council has functioned and through the initiative,
The YMCA cabinet met Monday aggressiveness, and enthusiasm of
evening at seven o'clock in the Cab- the men in the council much is
inet room of the Y for a short bus- expected to be derived from the
♦*♦
iness session.
new organization.
The meeting was called to order
by the president and the "FinanFACULTY-STUDENT SUPPER TO
cial Question" was presented for
BE HELD AT THE YMCA SOON
discussion. The cabinet took definite steps toward presenting the fiThe annual affair that furni-Jhes '
nancial campaign in a new appealingquite an impetus to a better underfashion. It was decided that each
standing between the students and
company would be entertained at
members of the Faculty—the Faculthe Y on a designated night and the
ty-Student Supper is to be held soon.
question be presented. Arriving at
See additional announcements later.
this conclusion the meeting was adjourned after a short prayer.

i

Men's Suits

THE BEST PLACE TO LIVE IN DIXIE IS IN CAROLINA,
THE BEST PLACE TO TRADE IN CAROLINA IS AT

29
STORES

29
STORE

THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF
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FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 26TH AND 27TH
PEANUT BUTTER, 2-Pound Barrel

f
T
f
♦!♦

$ .33

CHEESE, per Pound

.23

EVAPORATED PEACHES, New Croo, 2 Pounds for

.29

DEL MONTE DESSERT PEACHES, No. 2% can

.23

WHITE FISH, New Pack, 2 Pounds for
PRUNES, 2 Pounds
PINK SALMON, 2 Cans
TIDE WATER HERRING, 3 Cans
MAXWELL HOUS ECOFFEE, 1 Pound can
SUPER SUDS, 3 10c packages
JELLO, 3 Packages
PLANTATION SAUSAGE, Large Can
OCTAGON SOAP, 3 bars
QUAKER MACARONI, 2 Packages
COCOA, 2 Pound Package
LETTUCE, per Head
CELERY, per bunch
MALAGA GRAPES, 3 Pounds

.25
.25
.25
.25
.39
.23
.25
.25
.11
.15
.25
.10
.10
.25
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COLLAR THAT TERRIER

of the questions Saturday's game Jesse Hardin "Mule" Yarborougn,
who rose to great heights in the
will answer.
Furman game last year, is guarding
left tackle, and Rueben Seigel, son
of Abraham, and a muscular bundle
of some ?10 odd pounds is protecting the tackle on the right.
"Vic Fleming and Skinny Long
Wofford Primed for Tilt With are custodians of the guard posiOld Rivals; Welch-Harvin tions. Skinny is a graduate of the
Duo vs. Fox-Jackson Combi- bohunks having been a stalwart
among their ranks for the past two
nation.
years.
Merely being a bohunk
Harvin, Welch, Jones, et al, clear- should he a sufficient guarantee of
As an opener, the game with the Presbyterians Saturday gave
Vic is a rough and
ed up any doubt which lingered in his worth.
most of the numerous spectators an idea of the strength of Clem- the minds of the most skeptical fans ready character who is always preson's 1930 Tigers. The score may have been a little larger than who witnessed the debut of the pared tof scrap with the best of
some had expected, but that in itself was no indication of the Tigers against their stout hearted them.
Red Fordham really takes care
opponents from Presbyterian Colamount of reserve power that the Bengals held in leash.
of
the pivot position. He was hanlege
last
September
20.
Most of the authorities present conceded Clemson's offensive posdicapped by injuries much of "St.st
It
was
the
general
belief
of
outsibilities, but thought the defensive operations not up to standard.
Walter Dargan, former Colosiders that the Tigers would be a season, but is whole and entire now
Of course all that they said remains to be proven. Yet all things different aggregation this year after and brings back memories of the pel of Clemson Cadets, buys a
were not considered in their various statements. Offensively the suffering the loss of so many letter days when O.K. Pressley roamed the suit and Tuxedo from HOKE
Tigers are far better as a team this year than last. No individual men via the shepskine route alst sod of Rigg's Field.
SLOAN.
Reason: Exceptional
Josh Cody will have the Tigers
offensive threats such as "Goat" McMillan have turned up as yet. spring. However, they failed to
Values at good prices
Still, as a team the Tigers are not as weak as most sportswriters take into consideration the powerful primed for the big show next week,
—Adv.
and
his
many
followers
will
be
recarryover of hefty substitutes from
think.
warded with what promises to be
the
1930
eleven.
P. C.'s line, so the papers state,
Nurse at insane a«ylum—There s
A great fight has been fought and the most hectic struggle in Tiger
averaged something like 180 pounds. punts were placed so well.
a
man outside who wants to Know
territory
this
year.
Speaking of kicking, Bob Miller's j won P. C. primed for their encountNow that's no light line.
And
if
any of the male patients have
er
with
the
Tigers
with
all
the
ardor
when one considers how easily the attempted drop-kick for a field goal i
Lou—I think Liz is courting me escaped lately.
of a Gamecock, and they fought a
was
something
that
had
not
taken
Tiger backs gained ground when
Doctor—Why does he ask?
brave, determined battle, but like with matrimony in view.
they needed it, one can understand place on Riggs field since the last
Nurse—He says somebody has
Louie—I
know
Kate
is
courting
the Gamecocks, they fell before a
a little of what the Tigers promise P. C. game in '27. Even that was
run off with his wife.
from placement. Such a thing has slashing Tiger attack with a reso- me with everything in view.
this year.
nating thud.
Three different teams were used not happened in the state in a
The victory was a juicy morsel
good while, and if it had been sucby Coach Cody and a number of
for the Tiger pack, but greater obthe linemen were sophomores under- cessful, it would have been one of
Coach
those rare occurrences that are pre- stacles lie in their path.
going their first experience in a
served in books. Scores from field Scaffe and his crew of Wofford
varsity contest. Some of these men
goals since the ruling several years Terriers, yelping and squalling over
were better than others. Perhaps
back which moved the goal posts their runaway victory over the Newthat accounted for the defensive
ten yards back, has been practically berry Indians, will furnish the operrors the latter teams made' Still
position for next week's entertainnihil.
P. C.'s flashy backs didn't get away
ment and will further test the meFOR
with any enormous amount of yardtal of the new combination Josh has
AN ADDED ATTRACTION
age. Most of their first dawns were
SHOE STRINGS —o— — :— __0_ SHOE POLISH
so carefully molded from so many
made during this period.
SUITS —:— SHIRTS — :— TIES —:— SOCKS
The weather, as m most of the choice pieces.
games throughout the state, played a Prom reports ekeing out from the
HANDKERCHIEFS — :- - UNDERWEAR
P. C.'s SCORE
certain part in the game. The grey, Terrier camp, it seems that the
warm day put a blanket on most of Tigers are not likely to have any
The score in itself was a little the enthusiasm usually present at peaceful siesta in their next ensurprising to the conservative ele- opening games. However, the stu- gagement.
The Terriers, humbled »aaasiisiis«iKMMM«i^
i
ment among the crowds.
Some dent bodies of the tvo institutions frequently in the past, rather igK!
figured the Tigers a couple of touch- made as much noise as conditions nominiously at times, are on a
downs better, but did not think permitted.
taunt leash and are ready to give
P. C. would tally. Jimmy Green's
One of the four cops present to the Tigers a real scrapf
two long dashes were responsmle aid in handling the crowds was
Their roughshod victory over Newfor that lone marker.
The Blue heard to remark that he had never berry is evidence enough in itself
(With the Girls)
Stocking fans certainly enjoyed that had such an easy job. Everybody of the strength of Scaffe's squad,
moment. With the score again even seemed to he at their best. And and will cause no little discomfort
WHAT A GOOD FEELING TO KNOW YOU ARE
some people may have wondered if the crowd was not small at that. to the coaches who booked the
the Tigers were going to win as
Terriers as primers for the tougher
PROPERLY DRESSED
predicted. They didn't wonder very
games later in the fall. Wofford
TERRIER DOPE
long.
Clemson for the next two
is strong. This cannot be denied.
quarters could not be stopped for
Looking Your Best You Feel at Rest
With one game tucked away on This was evidenced by their steamany length of time. The team was the win side of the ledger, the roller tactics against the Newberfunctioning in the true sense of the Tigers start warming up for the rians. Their forward wall was inHURRY, Men of Clemson, The Prettiest Clothes,
word. It exhibited the type of team Wofford game Saturday. Last week penetrable, not a single first down
that Coach Cody turns out, reveal- F. C. seemed to be a bit stronger was registered against them. Newthe Best Clothes Are at My Shop.
ing to the initiated that more is than the Terriers, but the latter's berry tallied five downs all of which
yet to come.
43 to 0 win over Newberry causes were made via the overhead route
a reversal of opinions. Maybe Wof- or by passes.- Captain Gleaton,
ford is stronger than P. C. Just King, Rushton, and Berry are all
FEW STELLAR LIGHTS
how much stronger the Tiger will fast, big men who give no quarter
and ask none. The men have been
Little can be said about individ- attempt to decide.
Last year in Spartanburg Wofford going through a three week training
uals in the game Saturday, but
\<
plenty can be said about the team- was played prior to the state clas- camp session and are well able to
1
Perhaps one of the most noticeable sic with Carolina, and the Peril stand the gaff. They are a rugthings, other than Jimmy Green's romped away with a 30 to 0 vic- ged crew, leaning not so much to
This year everybody is a height as to brawn and muscle.
two sprints and Lionel Harvin's tory.
The performance of Scaffe's backtwist through center for the third little doubtful of the Bengals. That
touchdown of the game, was "Mule"- is, outsiders are. It is certain that field men against the Redmen was
Fox
Yarborough's blocking which made the Terriers have some capable ball all that a coach could ask.
Harvin's run possible. "Mule" down- carriers in Jackson. Scott, and Fox. and Scott are two brilliant, hard
::,
An Old Clemson Man
100 Percent for Clemson
ed the only P. C. man that might This trio seemed to run things as running backs who scored a trio
m
have hindered Lionel Harvin in his they pleased against Newberry. New- of touchdowns each in their initial ^ggB^SI^SBSBBS^^Ba^^BB^SaSBlMM:E^S.SBBMS!SM^^S.^^S:SS^a^^
l
dash for a score. Such work gets berry this year, however, does not performance of the season. Jackso little recognition that it won't boast of such a heavy line, or a son, too, must be reckoned with.
line offering the same type of goous This fleet veteran of the gridiron
harm anyone to mention it here.
displayed by the Tigers. And just snagged the opening kickoff of the
what
Fox, Scott, and Jackson can second half and galloped 85 yards
KICKING FEATURES
do against the Tiger forward bul- through the entire Newberry crew
Unusual opportunities for men who wish to enter
to score. On another occassion, Fox
Another feature of Saturday's warks will remain to be seen.
the life insurance field
Not very much is known around slipped off tackle on a cutback play
game was the placement kicking of
and
stepped
55
yards
to
Newberry's
these
parts
as
to
the
Terrier's
Old
line
insurance
with low cost guaranteed—
Harvin. He truly has taken the vacancy in this department that BOD strength, but it is known that they three yard line before he could be
McCarley left. Yet even in men- have a much better team than that halted.
However, it is believed that the
tioning the kicking of Harvin one of last year with a bunch of vetecannot get around the fact that tne ran material. That means that they Tiger wingmen are big, fast, and
Organized 1905
other members of the team gave will put up a much better game rangy enough to stop this type of
C.
O.
MILFORD, President
him all the time in the worli to than they did last year. Last year play. Bob Jones and Foggy Woodruff
are
experienced
veterans
and
Southeastern
Building
.-:-:Greenville, S. C
do his kicking. This was iioticeabl3 for the first quarter or so they had
are
especially
adept
at
smearing
the
Bengals
working
hard
for
a
in the Tiger punting. The line and
Capital, Surplus and Reserves for protection of
backs defended the kicker in every score. Now just how hard and just plays which start in their direction.
policyholders over four million dollars.
instance.
That was one of the how long Wofford will make the The entire forward wall for that
main reasons why all of Clemson's 11930 Tigers work for a goal is one matter is composed of veterans.
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